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Democracy as an equilibrium: rational choice and formal
political theory in democratization research
Milan W. Svolik

Department of Political Science, Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA

ABSTRACT
Over the past quarter century, some of the most influential propositions about
democratization have been developed with the tools of rational choice and formal
political theory. In this article, I assess the contribution of this research paradigm to
the study of democratization. Substantively, formal theorists have examined two
sets of underlying mechanisms. The first conceives of elections as a solution to and
a source of commitment problems; the second emphasizes the conflict-reducing
properties of democratic institutions. A distinguishing feature of both mechanisms is
that democracy does not emerge as an end in itself, but rather because democracy
reduces political and economic transaction costs, major sources of which are
asymmetries of information, commitment problems, and violence. Methodologically,
formal-theoretic research contributes to the development of analytically transparent,
reproducible theoretical arguments and facilitates the communication and
accumulation of knowledge, both within political science and across disciplines.
Finally, by demanding an explicit statement of microfoundations and by focusing on
the consequences of strategic interactions, formal-theoretical research helps
democratization scholars to assess external validity limitations, anticipate general
equilibrium critiques, and curb the temptation to fish for statistical significance.
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Introduction

Over the past quarter century, some of the most influential propositions about demo-
cratization have been developed with the tools of rational choice and formal political
theory.1 In Democracy and the Market, Przeworski proposed that in order to explain
the emergence and survival of democracy, we must examine when democracy
becomes a “self-enforcing equilibrium,” and he emphasized the role of repeated elec-
tions in reducing the stakes of political conflicts.2 In a series of articles and a book,
Kuran highlighted how “preference falsification” under dictatorship complicates the
public’s coordination on anti-regime protest, thus making its success both rare and
inherently unpredictable.3 By analysing the means by which dictatorships break
down, Geddes showed that incentives to resist democratization differ significantly
among elites in personalist, military, and single-party dictatorships.4 And more
recently, Acemoglu and Robinson5 and Boix6 examined the implications of electoral
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competition for redistribution and in turn the feasibility of democracy under varying
levels of economic inequality and asset mobility.

These works exemplify the rational choice, formal-theoretic approach to the study of
democratization and regime change.7 While differing in the degree of its technical com-
plexity, theory-building in this research tradition is unified by two conceptual features.
The first is microfoundations: rational-choice theorizing entails an explicit statement
about who the key political actors are, what motivates them, and the environment in
which they interact. The second feature that distinguishes rational-choice democratiza-
tion research is an analysis of transitions to or from democracy as an equilibrium
outcome. This conceptual criterion asks that democracy be “self-enforcing” in the
sense that key actors at once anticipate the consequences of alternative political
regimes and also prefer – in light of those consequences – to comply with democratic
means of resolving conflicts and allocating power.

In this essay, I assess the contribution of rational choice and formal theory to the
study of democratization.8 Key contributions to this research tradition have examined
two sets of underlying mechanisms. The first of these conceives of elections as a solution
to and potentially a source of commitment problems. The second class of mechanisms
emphasizes the conflict-reducing properties of democratic institutions. A distinguishing
feature of both sets of mechanisms is that democracy does not emerge because it is an
end in itself, but rather because democracy improves on what would otherwise be a less
efficient form of political or economic interactions. These inefficiencies are commonly
exacerbated by asymmetries of information. Put simply, democratic institutions reduce
political and economic transaction costs, major sources of which are asymmetries of
information, commitment problems, and violence.

Methodologically, I argue, formal-theoretic research facilitates the development of
analytically transparent and thus reproducible theoretical arguments. The reproducibil-
ity of theoretical research – just like the replication of empirical findings – is essential
for the accumulation of knowledge. When arguments and mechanisms are transparent
– when they can be replicated – the limits of their assumptions can be more easily
assessed and their empirical implications more straightforwardly tested. While analyti-
cal transparency is in principle achievable by any kind of theorizing – formal or not –
formal-theoretic research is aided in this endeavour by requiring explicit microfounda-
tions and game-theoretic concepts for equilibrium analysis. Satisfying these require-
ments involves abstraction, simplification, and in that process a deliberate sacrifice of
descriptive detail in favour of analytical transparency. Rather than a drawback,
formal theorists view such trade-offs as a necessary aspect of theory-building and a pro-
ductive step towards a better understanding of increasingly complex political settings.

This productive discipline is especially valuable in the study of democratization.
Observers often highlight the fluid, informal, and uncertain nature of democratic tran-
sitions and breakdowns. In turn and in contrast to institutionalized democratic politics,
students of democratization frequently disagree about fundamental questions like
which actors matter, what actions they can take, or what information they have. The
requirement to be explicit about one’s microfoundations thus compels us to state unam-
biguously which actors and interactions we consider central to the process of democra-
tization precisely when the complexity of the subject might tempt us to remain vague.
Meanwhile, the requirement that democracy be a self-enforcing equilibrium recognizes
that democracy, just like any political regime, is a foundational institution. That is,
when explaining the success of democracy, the equilibrium criterion asks that we
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address a fundamental dilemma in the study of democratization: why would key actors
comply with democratic rules of the game when there is no higher authority with the
power to enforce those rules?

A further contribution of this methodological discipline to democratization research
is heuristic. Analytically transparent models help us discern connections between con-
ceptually related political mechanisms in substantively unrelated issue areas and fields.
Many concepts that originated in rational choice – including concepts like collective
action problems, commitment problems, costly signalling, asymmetries of information,
and principle-agent problems – have by now entered the vernacular of democratization
research and are widely used by even those democratization scholars who are not
formal modellers or may be sceptical about the value of rational choice assumptions.
This vocabulary facilitates the communication and accumulation of knowledge
both within political science and across disciplines, as evidenced by the increasing
exchange of ideas on democratization that takes place between economists and political
scientists.

Finally, by demanding an explicit statement of microfoundations and by focusing on
the consequences of strategic interactions, formal-theoretic research helps democratiza-
tion scholars to curb the temptation to fish for statistical significance, anticipate general
equilibrium critiques, and assess external validity limitations in empirical research. The
latter concern is especially pronounced in identification-based, experimental and quasi-
experimental research. Key outcomes of interest in research on democratization – like
regime change, the quality of electoral competitiveness, or the functioning of political
institutions – are national-level phenomena, yet we rarely encounter natural or exper-
imental identification opportunities at that level. As a result, a major challenge to the
accumulation of knowledge from identification-based democratization research is to
establish external validity for highly contextual studies that tend to be executed on
only a subset of the population we are ultimately interested in, and often at a much
lower level of aggregation. The abstraction entailed in a statement of microfoundations
compels empirical researchers to be explicit about the correspondence between a study’s
specific context and the more general concepts that serve as our heuristics for identify-
ing similarities in democratization processes around the world. This remains an area of
underexplored synergies between this empirical paradigm and formal theory.

Microfoundations and equilibrium analysis as tools for theory
development

The rational choice approach to theory development is distinguished by its emphasis on
two conceptual requirements: microfoundations and equilibrium analysis. The first of
these asks that theoretical propositions be explicit about the political actors whose
actions result in the phenomena analysed and the environment in which they interact.
Depending on the complexity of that environment, this technically implies specifying
the elements of a strategic or extensive game: the players, their actions and the order
in which they are taken, the information these actors have when taking their actions,
and their preferences over the possible outcomes of their interaction. In the examples
cited in the opening paragraph of this article, such actors include ordinary citizens,
authoritarian elites, social classes, and parties contesting elections; their actions
include participating or not in an anti-regime protest, introducing elections or main-
taining authoritarian rule, and complying or not with the outcomes of elections.
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The second conceptual requirement that distinguishes the rational choice approach
to theory development is an analysis of democratization as a “self-enforcing” equili-
brium outcome. In an early, prominent statement of this criterion, Przeworski
argued that “democracy is consolidated when it becomes self-enforcing, that is, when
all the relevant political forces find it best to continue to submit their interests and
values to the uncertain interplay of the institutions.”9 In a similar spirit, Weingast pro-
posed that “[democracy] becomes self-enforcing when citizens hold [democratic prin-
ciples] in high enough esteem that they are willing to defend them by withdrawing
support from the sovereign when he attempts to violate these limits.”10

Put more generally, the equilibrium criterion asks that democracy be “self-enfor-
cing” in the sense that key actors anticipate the consequences of alternative political
regimes for both their own and others’ welfare and prefer – in light of those conse-
quences – to comply with democratic means of resolving conflicts and allocating
power. Technically, therefore, compliance with democracy must constitute an equili-
brium, typically the Nash equilibrium or one of its refinements. At a minimum,
these equilibrium concepts require that no relevant actor have a unilateral incentive
to deviate from democracy.

The requirement that democracy be a self-enforcing equilibrium builds on the rec-
ognition that democracy, just like any political regime, is a foundational institution:
there is no higher, independent authority with the power to enforce compliance with
the democratic rules of the game.11 One of the earliest applications of this reasoning
to foundational institutions is North and Weingast’s analysis of the emergence of
checks and balances in seventeenth century England.12 North and Weingast stipulate
that constitutions “must be self-enforcing in the sense that the major parties to the
bargain must have an incentive to abide by the bargain after it is made.”13

An equilibrium analysis of democratization therefore consists of two analytical steps:
first, an examination of the consequences of alternative political systems for key actors’
welfare, and then in light of those consequences, an analysis of the conditions under
which key actors prefer democracy to those alternative political systems. The study
of democratization thus requires an analytically more complete perspective on insti-
tutions than the more common analysis of the equilibrium consequences of institutions
alone.14 In the latter instance, as in Cox’s study of the consequences of electoral systems
for coordination by voters and parties, we can productively bracket the question of why
parties would comply with electoral rules in the first place.15 In the study of democra-
tization, such a “partial equilibrium” analysis would sidestep a key dilemma. As Prze-
worski puts it, “democracy generates winners and losers…why would [losers] not seek
to subvert the system that generates such results?”16

Explaining why compliance with democratic rules of the game constitutes an equili-
brium thus becomes a key analytical step. Compliance may be problematic during the
transition to democracy – as when former authoritarian elites have to relinquish power
to new democratic elites – and also during the course of electoral competition in an
already existing democracy – as when the losers of an election have to concede their
defeat. The analysis of when compliance with democracy is self-enforcing thus high-
lights that the study of transitions to democracy, the breakdown of democracy, and
authoritarian stability are all unified by the same conceptual problem. In the study of
democratic breakdowns, non-compliance may take the form of a military coup,17

manipulated elections,18 or the refusal by a candidate or party to concede an electoral
defeat.19 The complementary analysis of authoritarian stability considers when
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protest20 and the attendant failure of repression,21 or elite conflicts22 destabilize a dic-
tatorship enough to create an opportunity for democratization.

The complexity of the formal, mathematical statements of both the microfounda-
tions and equilibrium analysis separates two generations of models of democratization.
The first, so-called “soft” rational choice generation is exemplified by Geddes, Kuran,
North and Weingast, Olson, and Przeworski.23 This generation of rational choice
democratization research relied primarily on an intuitive, non-formal presentation of
microfoundations as well as equilibrium predictions, often employing simple extensive
form game trees and two-by-two game matrices.

While some democratization research that preceded this generation of models did
employ the language of “players,” “games,” and “strategy,” these terms were used as
metaphors rather than analytical concepts guiding theory development. For instance,
some of the first pleas to focus less on structure and more on agency in explaining tran-
sitions to democracy can be traced to O’Donnell and Schmitter’s Transitions from
Authoritarian Rule.24 Yet, O’Donnell and Schmitter’s usage of terms like agency, stra-
tegic interaction, and game is mostly metaphorical, as when these authors speak of
“strategic contexts”, “multilayered chess games”, and eventually conclude that tran-
sitions to democracy are inherently unpredictable due to the complexity, uncertainty,
and reversibility involved.25

Similarly, Dahl argued that transitions to democracy occur when “the costs of sup-
pression exceed the costs of toleration,”26 while Di Palma and Linz and Stepan charac-
terized democratic consolidation as a process during which democracy becomes “the
only game in town.”27 This vocabulary, while evocative, was also employed primarily
metaphorically. These authors did not propose the microfoundations that would
allow us to identify the circumstances under which “the costs of suppression exceed
the costs of toleration” and democracy becomes “the only game in town.”

By contrast, the contemporaneously emerging rational choice study of democratiza-
tion employed game theoretic concepts as tools in and criteria for theory development.
Rather than metaphors, terms like “players” and “games” became elements of a concep-
tual apparatus with clear requirements for establishing microfoundations and deriving
equilibrium predictions. In this line of research, an analysis of when democracy
becomes (or fails to become) “the only game in town” amounts to an explicit statement
of the conditions under which both key actors’ behaviour and the political institutions
that govern it are self-enforcing. As this research programme advanced, the “soft”
rational choice generation of models was replaced by a second generation of contem-
porary models that are explicitly mathematical. As I discuss below, a downside of
this increase in rigour are the greater technical barriers that most contemporary
models present to those political scientists who lack training in formal theory.

The mechanisms

Formal models of democratization have analytically focused on two broad classes of
mechanisms. The first of these conceives of elections as a solution to and a source of
commitment problems; the second emphasizes the conflict-reducing properties of
democratic institutions. In each of these mechanisms, democracy is not an end in its
own right, but rather an institutional improvement on what would otherwise be a
more costly, possibly violent form of political interaction. Put differently, elections
reduce political transaction costs, a major source of which are commitment problems
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and violence. Both are exacerbated by asymmetries of information. These transaction
costs arise because, as we discussed earlier, political regimes are foundational insti-
tutions – their functioning and stability cannot rely for enforcement on some higher,
independent authority. In turn, commitment problems abound and political conflicts
may be resolved by violence.

Democracy and commitment problems

In a large number of models, democratic institutions – especially elections and the sep-
aration of powers – resolve commitment problems. In an early, “soft” rational choice
contribution to this line of inquiry, North and Weingast identified commitment pro-
blems in the enforcement of property rights as a major impediment to economic devel-
opment.28 For economic growth to occur, North and Weingast argued, governments
“must not merely establish the relevant set of rights, but must make a credible commit-
ment to them.”29 Such commitments may become problematic when governments take
advantage of their coercive capacity and raise revenue by expropriating property or
reneging on debt, typically under the pressures of a fiscal crisis or war.30

North andWeingast credit the emergence of parliamentary supremacy in England in
the aftermath of the Glorious Revolution with engendering such credible commitment.
Once the Parliament, and indirectly the wealth holders that it represented, gained a veto
over the Crown’s fiscal policy and demonstrated its ability to dethrone a sovereign who
stepped out of line, England also gained more secure property rights. The constitutional
changes that emerged in 1688 included parliamentary assent to major policy changes,
new legislation, and judicial appointments – constitutional provisions that we recognize
today as “checks and balances.”

The contemporary treatment of commitment problems is exemplified by Acemoglu
and Robinson’s and Boix’s models of democratization. A starting point for these models
is a dictatorship in which power is controlled by the rich who are facing a demand for
the redistribution of wealth by the poor. This demand is backed by the threat of a
violent revolution that, if successful, would expropriate the rich and redistribute their
wealth among the poor. Crucially, this threat is transient as the poor are able to mobilize
on only a temporary basis (for example, due to collective action problems.) The rich can
attempt to appease the poor by adopting redistributive policies but such policies may
not be credible: the rich would prefer to reverse any redistributive policies as soon as
the revolutionary threat by the poor subsides.31

A transition from a dictatorship to democracy, by contrast, may both redistribute
wealth and provide a credible commitment to it. The first part of this claim builds
on the implications of the Hotelling-Downs model of electoral competition for redistri-
butive politics: a transition to democracy is in effect a shift in political power to the
median voter who is much poorer than the rich elites who govern under a dictatorship.
Candidate platforms under democracy therefore entail some redistribution of wealth,
the intensity of which depends on a society’s level of economic inequality.32 Acemoglu
and Robinson argue that implementing redistribution via democratization is more
credible than policies alone because it is harder for the rich to dismantle the institutional
infrastructure that emerges in the process of a transition to democracy than to reverse
policies.33

Democratic institutions also generate commitment problems of their own. Most pro-
minent of these is the compliance of the losers of elections with their outcomes. As
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Przeworski put it, “democracy generates winners and losers, can one ever expect the
losers to comply with the verdict of democratically processed conflicts?”34 Depending
on the context, the relevant losers are either the candidates or parties that anticipate
losing or have lost an election or, more broadly, the social or economic interests that
tend to lose out under democracy compared to dictatorship.35 The latter commitment
problem figures prominently in Acemoglu and Robinson’s and Boix’s framework and
was anticipated by Przeworski when he wrote “if some important political forces
have no chance to win distributional conflicts and if democracy does not improve
the material conditions of losers, those who expect to suffer continued deprivation
under democratic institutions will turn against them.”

Compliance with the outcomes of elections by candidates or parties, meanwhile, is
the focus of a growing number of models of electoral fraud and manipulation. In an
early analysis of this commitment problem, Przeworski emphasized the intertemporal
nature of elections:

Democratic institutions render an intertemporal character to political conflicts… [they] offer to
the relevant political forces a prospect of eventually advancing their interests that is sufficient to
incite them to comply with immediately unfavourable outcomes. Political forces comply with
present defeats because they believe that the institutional framework that organizes the demo-
cratic competition will permit them to advance their interests in the future.36

Put differently, regularly held elections turn what could otherwise be a permanent
defeat into a temporary one, thus reducing the costs of compliance with any single elec-
toral defeat.37

Models of electoral fraud and manipulation approach the problem of losers’ compli-
ance with the outcomes of elections by shifting focus from the question of whether elec-
tions are held to how fairly they are conducted.38 In these models, an incumbent that
anticipates an electoral defeat may engage in pre-election manipulation or election-
day fraud. Meanwhile, a defeated opposition may attempt to reverse the outcome of
elections by engaging in a protest or rebellion and its ability to do so may be compro-
mised by collective action problems in the organization of protests.39

This difference in the actions available to the incumbent and the opposition
reflects a structural advantage that incumbents possess by virtue of their greater
control over the state apparatus and electoral administration. It also highlights
that the problem of compliance with the outcomes of elections may be just as pro-
nounced for the winners of elections as it is for their losers. To rephrase Przeworski:
democracy generates winners and losers; can one ever expect winners to refrain from
exploiting their position in order to rig the next election in their favour? By addres-
sing this commitment problem, models of electoral fraud and manipulation provide
microfoundations for the process of democratic backsliding and a class of regimes
that democratization scholars refer to as hybrid, competitive authoritarian, or elec-
toral authoritarian.40

Elections as a conflict-processing mechanism

Power can be allocated in two fundamentally different ways: by violence or by insti-
tutions. Models of democratization that focus on the conflict-processing role of demo-
cratic institutions emphasize two aspects of elections: First, elections represent a less
costly method for resolving political conflicts than outright violence; second, elections
aggregate information that may render violence unnecessary in the first place.
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Violence is a costly and therefore inefficient method for allocating power. Building
on this observation, Chernykh and Svolik and Przeworski et al. focus on when key pol-
itical actors prefer the outcome of free and fair elections to the alternative of protest,
rebellion, or outright war.41 Chernykh and Svolik, for instance, highlight that the
tacit threat of a violent post-election confrontation generates self-enforcing compliance
with the outcomes of elections – but only when differences in the popularity of the com-
peting parties are large. By contrast, even minor asymmetries of information may result
in post-election violence when elections are close: the losing candidate might – possibly
incorrectly – believe that he was denied a victory by manipulation or simple chance and
attempt to reverse the outcome by fighting. According to this class of models, democ-
racy is self-enforcing when all competing parties prefer the outcome of elections to the
costly, violent confrontation that may otherwise ensue.

In a related class of models, democratic institutions prevent political conflicts from
escalating into violence by alleviating asymmetries of information.42 Depending on the
context, the relevant informational asymmetry may be between the incumbent and the
challenger or between an opportunistic incumbent and a mass of atomistic citizens. In
the former case, as in some of the models discussed in the preceding paragraph, elec-
tions make it clearer (and possibly common knowledge) who would prevail if
conflicts were to be resolved by violence.43 In this vein, Chernykh and Svolik, Hyde
and Marinov, and Luo and Rozenas examine the informational role of third parties:
electoral observers, commissions, and courts. By reducing informational asymmetries,
these actors preclude unnecessary violence while simultaneously amplifying its deter-
rent effect.44

Meanwhile, models that focus on the interaction between an opportunistic, possibly
authoritarian incumbent and the citizenry emphasize that elections aggregate dispersed
private information, typically about the popularity of an authoritarian incumbent
versus a pro-democratic opposition. Beginning with Kuran, Lohmann, and Weingast,
a prominent focus in this line of research has been an analysis of the challenges that
asymmetries of information present for pro-democratic collective action.45 In these
models, pro-democratic protests fail not because they lack support among the popu-
lation, but rather because informationally isolated individuals are not aware how size-
able that support is.

Asymmetries of information also play a central role in accountability-based models
of democratization. In these models, the major difference between dictatorship and
democracy is that, in the latter, electoral competition affords the public an opportunity
to hold politicians accountable for their performance in office. In turn, democratic elec-
tions generate incentives for politicians to promote the general welfare, compared to the
much narrower “selectorate” that is favoured under dictatorship.46 Fearon, for instance,
models a population that may attempt to hold the incumbent accountable by staging a
protest, but doing so is riddled with collective action problems because citizens are
unaware of each other’s level of dissatisfaction with the government. Democratic elec-
tions help resolve such collective action problems by aggregating and publicizing dis-
persed private information about the government’s support, thus turning it into
common knowledge.

Democracy survives in accountability-based models of democratization when it out-
performs a dictatorship.47 Only then can voters be realistically expected to defend
democracy against politicians or groups with authoritarian ambitions. In the models
of Myerson, Bidner and Francois, Meirowitz and Tucker, and Svolik, for instance,
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elections may fail to deliver accountability when voters come to believe that most poli-
ticians are self-serving and any attempt to discriminate among them based on their per-
formance is therefore a waste of effort.48 When espoused by a sizeable fraction of the
electorate, such expectations are self-fulfilling: they fuel a mutually reinforcing cycle
of voter apathy and poor government performance. According to this class of
models, a key threat to democratic stability is not a redistributive conflict but rather
the failure of elections as an instrument of accountability.

Productive discipline: formal models and the accumulation of
knowledge

The rational choice approach to the study of democratization contributes to the pro-
duction and accumulation of knowledge in three key ways. First, by requiring an explicit
statement of microfoundations and by employing explicit criteria for equilibrium analy-
sis, formal modelling as a method for theory development facilitates the reproducibility
of theoretical arguments. The second, related contribution of rational choice theorizing
is heuristic. Analytical transparency facilitates the communication of knowledge across
substantively unrelated subjects and even disciplines. Finally, by emphasizing the con-
sequences of individual incentives and strategic interactions, formal-theoretic research
helps empirically-focused democratization scholars anticipate potential identification
problems, interpret their findings, and assess external validity limitations.

Analytical transparency and replication in theoretical research

Formal exposition – not necessarily rational choice-based one – allows for a more
straightforward replication of theoretical arguments and mechanisms than its natural
language counterpart. While it is commonly emphasized that the replication of empiri-
cal findings is essential for the accumulation of knowledge, the reproducibility of theor-
etical arguments has received much less attention. Yet, the rationale for theoretical
replication is closely related: it is only when we are able to understand the assumptions
and logical connections in a theoretical argument – when we are able to replicate it –
that we can appreciate its explanatory potential and limitations, recognize its empirical
implications and test them, and build on what we have learned in that process.

Formal-theorists are aided in the production of analytically transparent explanations
by the requirement that they be explicit about their microfoundations and how these
translate into equilibrium predictions. These requirements are especially useful in the
study of democratization and authoritarian politics. Unlike in the context of democratic
politics or formal institutions, common points of contention include which actors
matter in the process of democratization, what their relevant actions are, or what infor-
mation they have. This is partly due to the fluid, informal, and uncertain nature of
democratic transitions and breakdowns,49 and partly due to the multi-faceted nature
of the subject: The study of democratization entails topics as diverse as the introduction
of franchise, military coups, media manipulation, and the survival of post-authoritarian
parties, to name just a few. Microfoundations thus lie at the heart of theorizing about
democratization.

The requirement to be explicit about one’s microfoundations in turn amounts to
productive discipline: it compels a theorist to state unambiguously which political
actors and interactions they consider central to the process of democratization. This
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necessarily entails simplification, abstraction, and thus ultimately a trade-off of descrip-
tive realism in favour of analytical clarity.50 The attendant potential for oversimplifica-
tion has been a frequent point of criticism of rational choice and formal theory. Yet,
productive theories – formal or not – approach the trade-off between descriptive
realism and analytical clarity with a strong preference for the latter. This is not out
of ignorance of the complexities of real-world politics. Rather, it is precisely because
tractable, even if simple, models help us to understand politics better than nuanced
but inscrutable ones. Put bluntly, analytical clarity trumps descriptive richness. This
emphasis implies a process of theory-building that views the analysis of simple, tract-
able models that deliberately discard any detail not relevant to the political intuition
under consideration as a productive step towards the understanding of more
complex settings.

A cumulative benefit of analytical transparency is that, as a field, we waste less time
deciphering the assumptions and mechanisms behind specific claims and can instead
move more straightforwardly to their substantive and empirical evaluation. Consider
again Acemoglu and Robinson’s and Boix’s models of democratization. Within a
decade since their publication, these authors’ arguments about the role of redistributive
demands in transitions to democracy have been vigorously tested – and we now know
that empirical support for them is at best mixed.51 Meanwhile, others extended these
models to contexts not anticipated by their originators.52 This is in great part due to
these authors’ transparency about their microfoundations and how these translate
into equilibrium empirical predictions about the feasibility of democracy at varying
levels of inequality.

By contrast, evaluations of less transparent arguments are often bogged down by
disagreements about “what the author meant,” “assumed,” and how those assumptions
translate into conclusions. Consider modernization theory. Generations of democrati-
zation scholars have debated what precisely democratization scholars from Lipset to
Dahl to Huntington meant by “the middle class”,53 and what assumptions are
needed to conclude – just like Moore did – that “no bourgeois” implies “no
democracy.”54

My emphasis on the analytical clarity of formal theory may appear misplaced in light
of another of its frequent criticisms: that formal-theoretic research is increasingly math-
ematically complex, thus undermining its own claim to transparency and tractability.
Just like inscrutable natural language exposition, excessively complicated mathematical
exposition is an obstacle to analytical transparency and may unnecessarily narrow one’s
potential audience. Whether greater mathematical sophistication is warranted or pre-
sents an undue barrier should therefore be evaluated with this trade-off in mind, imply-
ing a preference for the simplest model capable of delivering the same insight.

Consider, for instance, the rational-choice treatment of collective action problems in
democratization. This research agenda has moved from the first-generation of non-
technical and highly influential models of Kuran, Geddes, and Weingast to the increas-
ingly technical, global game-style models of Bueno de Mesquita, Little, Shadmehr and
Bernhadt, and Rundlett and Svolik.55 A key advantage of the latter are unique, intuitive
equilibrium predictions for a subset of collective actions problems that exhibit a multi-
plicity of equilibria and hence ambiguous empirical predictions when approached with
traditional techniques. Maybe counterintuitively, global game-style models of collective
action may therefore be especially relevant for empirically-minded democratization
scholars.
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Heuristic transparency and the accumulation of knowledge

The analytical transparency of model-based theorizing contributes to heuristic trans-
parency in democratization research broadly: it makes it easier to draw and communi-
cate connections between conceptually related mechanisms in democratization and
other, substantively unrelated fields. Consider commitment problems. As I discussed
earlier, a large number of models conceive of democratic institutions as a solution to
commitment problems that would otherwise frustrate political or economic inter-
actions. One reason for the prevalence of commitment problems in the context of
democratization is that political systems are foundational institutions that cannot
rely for the enforcement of commitments on some higher, independent authority.
This observation clarifies the conceptual connection between the study of democratiza-
tion and international relations, where – just like in the study of political regimes – we
cannot reasonably assume the presence of such an authority. Indeed, Schelling’s pio-
neering analysis of commitment and bargaining problems, which predates the analysis
of commitment problems in democratization research by at least two decades, was
motivated by concerns about the credibility of the United States’ commitment to
defend its allies during the Cold War.56 Schelling’s and his successors’ models of com-
mitment problems57 allow us to see the conceptual parallels – and thus learn from –
subjects as varied as authoritarian politics, clientelism, constitutional design, inter-
national trade, civil wars, and the rule of law.

Analytical transparency thus facilitates heuristic transparency and, in turn, the com-
munication and accumulation of knowledge. As further evidence of this, consider the
large number of concepts that originated in rational-choice research outside of the
study of democratization but have by now become part of its analytical vocabulary.
Terms like the prisoner’s dilemma, stag hunt, collective action problem, commitment
problem, costly signalling, asymmetry of information, or principle-agent problem –
to name just a few – are now productively used as heuristic summaries by even those
democratization scholars who are not formal modellers or may be sceptical about the
value of rational choice assumptions.

This shared analytical language has accelerated the cross-disciplinary dialogue that
increasingly takes place between political scientists and economists. This article is
one indicator: more than one-fourth of the works that I cite were published by either
professional economists or in economics journals. The study of democratization is
better for this interdisciplinary exchange. Contrast this with the disappearing com-
munication between political science and sociology – and this is in spite of the fact
that in the 1950s and 1960s, political sociologists like Lipset and Moore authored
some of the classics in the study of democratization.58

Complementarities between theoretical and empirical research

I conclude by highlighting the complementarities between theoretical and empirical
research on democratization. When discussing the latter, I focus on identification-
based, experimental and quasi-experimental research. This is in part because the syner-
gies between formal theory and large-N59 and qualitative60 research have been exam-
ined by others and most of my arguments below extend to these empirical strategies.
More importantly, identification-based empirical research tends to be less theoretically
grounded than large-N or qualitative research and often proudly so – claiming to rely
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less on assumptions by letting the data to “speak for itself.” By contrast, I suggest that a
close interaction with an explicitly, not necessarily formally stated theory contributes to
identification-based empirical research in a number of ways: by curbing the temptation
to fish for statistical significance, by highlighting potential general equilibrium chal-
lenges to experimental designs, and by providing a framework for the assessment of
external validity concerns.61

Concerns over the external validity of identification-based empirical research are
especially pronounced in the context of democratization. Key outcomes of interest in
the research on democratization – like regime change, the quality of electoral competitive-
ness, or the functioning of key political institutions – are macro-political phenomena and,
when most politically consequential, national-level phenomena. Yet, we rarely encounter
credible identification opportunities, like natural experiments, at the national level and are
almost never able to conduct actual experiments at that level. Instead, most experimental
and quasi-experimental studies of democratization are implemented either at the level of
individuals (for example, lab or survey experiments) or small communities (for example,
village-level accountability or civic educational field experiments.)

As a result, most identification-based research examines cases or samples that are
only a small, often unrepresentative subset of the population that we are ultimately
interested in and typically at a much lower level of aggregation. An assessment of
whether and how particular experimental findings contribute to our understanding
of democratization in turn rests heavily on arguments about which features of a
study’s context are idiosyncratic and which generalize to the ultimate population of
interest. An explicit statement of the microfoundations behind a research design
allows for a more transparent statement of the assumptions on which the soundness
of extrapolations from any single empirical study should be evaluated.

An added benefit may be reduced incentives for data fishing: Since an explicit state-
ment of microfoundations and their empirical implications is a non-trivial undertaking,
the results of such an analysis can serve as a pre-commitment to a specific course of
empirical investigation and in turn disincentivize ex-post fishing for and reporting of
only those findings that happen to be statistically significant.

An explicit theoretical framework also helps to clearly establish the political par-
ameters that an experimental manipulation is supposedmanipulate and estimate. In prac-
tice, empirical researchers devote most of their efforts to the estimation of treatment
effects – which are statistical objects – and less time to the analysis and discussion of
the ultimate objects of interest: the political parameters responsible for those treatment
effects. Explicit microfoundations facilitate the latter task by clarifying the mapping
between the key political parameters behind the mechanism being evaluated, the equili-
brium comparative static predictions implied by those parameters, and the estimated
treatment effects. An explicit equilibrium analysis, meanwhile, may help us anticipate
“general” equilibrium responses to experimental manipulations that cannot be controlled
for, but may be measurable, within the “local” context of most experiments.

Consider field experiments on electoral accountability in new democracies and elec-
toral authoritarian regimes. In this research agenda, interventions often entail informa-
tional treatments about politicians’ performance – scorecards, ads, community
meetings – but are rarely explicit about how these treatments map onto our frameworks
for how electoral accountability works. Depending on the specific implementation, such
informational treatments may correspond to a change in the precision of private signals
about the incumbent’s performance, generate common knowledge about the
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incumbent’s performance, reduce the cost of acquiring information about specific can-
didates, or substitute for the candidates’ campaign effort. Depending on the political
context, these treatments may be thought of as manipulating parameters within stan-
dard models of electoral accountability62 or within the less well understood context
of accountability under electoral authoritarianism. In the latter case, informational
treatments may be alternatively interpreted as reducing informational distortions or
barriers to competition that arise due to the vast repertoire of manipulation that incum-
bents in electoral authoritarian regimes engage in.

Conclusion

I conclude by discussing some limitations of formal-theoretic research on democratiza-
tion. First, there are several subjects that have been underexplored in this research para-
digm in spite of their conceptual prominence. Consider civil liberties – a key element in
most definitions of democracy. In virtually all formal models, democracy amounts to
either fair electoral competition or, less often, the separation of powers. We currently
lack models that would examine either the equilibrium emergence or consequences
of civil liberties. A similar point applies to civic culture – a central concept in the
study of democratization and political behaviour. Formal modellers seldom study the
emergence or the implications of non-instrumental support for democracy among
the elites or the general public.

A second shortcoming I see is that the mechanisms modelled by formal theorists are
often presented at levels of abstraction and generality so high as to be effectively ahis-
torical, with only rare attempts to contextualize them historically. This limits formal
theorists’ ability to address the big-picture, longue durée questions that motivate a lot
of democratization research: why is it only in the last two hundred years that represen-
tative democracy emerged, why in the West rather than the East, and why is it only
recently that democracy became the dominant form of political organization?

Finally, this review, as well as most of other literature, has treated formal theory and
the rational choice paradigm as coterminous. Yet, there is no reason why this needs to
be so. In fact, a formal exploration of the many mechanisms from political psychology
and behavioural economics – attribution bias, confirmation bias, motivated reasoning,
time-inconsistency, prospect theory – may prove productive in democratization
research.63 For instance, while we may reasonably think of political elites as strategic
and information-seeking, the masses may be more realistically conceived of as non-stra-
tegic, (non-rationally) information-ignorant, or biased in their information processing
(relative to a Bayesian benchmark.) Such behavioural direction may be especially prom-
ising in the study of democratic backsliding and electoral authoritarianism. In a number
of prominent cases – Russia, Turkey, Venezuela – incumbents have subverted democ-
racy while enjoying significant popular support. The basis for this support appears to be
the ability of these incumbents to get credit for economic outcomes that a rational,
informed voter should attribute to fortuitous circumstances rather than the skills or
efforts of these incumbents.
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